
Finding Nevo 
By Nevo Zisin 
Publisher: Black Dog Books 
ISBN 9781925381184    SCIS: 1800238 
$18.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

It is highly unusual for us to select an autobiography for our Standing Order, however this is one 
book we could not leave out. 
 

Finding Nevo is a deeply personal story about gender identity, and the struggles of having your 
own gender identity not be the same as what the outside world perceives it to be. 
 

Some people will find this a difficult subject to discuss and quite confronting. I certainly did not 
expect pick up this autobiography and to read it one sitting. The truth is, Nevo tells this story 
with such honesty and so much passion that you just cannot put it down. 
 

Finding Nevo will be a valuable resource for any student who is struggling with their gender   
identity. If it can save one person and one family from the heartbreak of depression or suicide, or 
help one person deal with their own struggles, then Nevo will have succeeded.  
 

Suitable for all students Year 9 and up.   
 

Reviewed by Michelle 
 
 

Blurb: 
 

Meet Nevo: girl, boy, he, she, him, her, they, them, daughter, son, teacher, student, friend, gay, bi, 
lesbian, trans, homo, Jew, dyke, masculine, feminine, androgynous, queer. Nevo was not born in the 
wrong body. Nevo just wants everyone to catch up with all that Nevo is. Personal, political and     
passionate, Finding Nevo is an autobiography about gender and everything that comes with it.  
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Summerlost 
By Ally Condie 
Publisher: Puffin/Penguin UK 
ISBN 9780141371047    SCIS:  1804349 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Cedar Lee’s Mum has bought a summer house in her old town. This does not please Cedar Lee, or 
her little brother Miles, who are trying to cope one year on from losing their Dad and brother Ben 
in a horrific car accident. 
 
We slowly learn what happened as Cedar Lee befriends the strangely dressed, bicycle riding, Leo 
Bishop. They both work at the Summerlost festival, the annual Iron Creek summer extravaganza 
and become intrigued by the local legend, Lisette Chamberlain, who died mysteriously at a return 
from a Hollywood performance 20 years earlier. 
 
This is a touching middle grade story with strong themes of resilience, family and friendship, set in 
the wake of tragedy. 
 
An engaging, warm novel for those 12 and older. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Blurb:  

It's the first real summer since the devastating accident that killed Cedar's father and younger    
brother, Ben. But now Cedar and what's left of her family are returning to the town of Iron Creek for 
the summer. They're just settling into their new house when a boy named Leo, dressed in costume, 
rides by on his bike. Intrigued, Cedar follows him to the renowned Summerlost theatre festival. Soon, 
she not only has a new friend in Leo and a job working concessions at the festival, she finds herself 
surrounded by mystery. The mystery of the tragic, too short life of the Hollywood actress who haunts 
the halls of Summerlost. And the mystery of the strange gifts that keep appearing for Cedar. Infused 
with emotion and rich with understanding, Summerlost is the touching new novel from Ally Condie, 
the international bestselling author of the Matched series that highlights the strength of family and 
personal resilience in the face of tragedy.  
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Agent Nomad 2: Deadly Magic 
By Skye Melki-Wegner 
Publisher: Random House 
ISBN 9780143780403   SCIS: 1802400 
$17.99  

Lamont Review: 
 
All our favourite characters, Nomad, Riff, Phoenix and Orbit are back in a wonderful new adventure. After 
their successful mission in London, they are all back in Melbourne training and practising their magic. 
 
When the cadets get tracked down by a rogue New Zealand agent, their peaceful lives are turned upside 
down again. All the cadets are sent to a camp in New Zealand, but Nomad and the others have a secret      
mission to complete. 
 
They find themselves stranded and alone, with no one they can trust except themselves, and in more danger 
than they have even been in. 
 
Fast paced, exciting and with great characters, Skye Melki-Wegner has again captured the imagination and 
produced another wonderful page turner. A fantastic mix of magic, top-secret spy adventures, and lots of 
gadgets, make this series perfect for readers in Year 8 and up. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Blurb: 

Red sky at night, sailor's delight. After their mission in London, Nomad, Riff, Phoenix and Orbit are back at  
HELIX, training to master their magic. But things have changed. Nomad's secret is out. Her peers know she is a 
Witness; a sorcerer with the rare ability to read others' magic. This causes ripples at HQ, especially when it 
means that Steel, the most popular cadet in her class, is no longer the centre of attention. But there are   
greater threats than new rivals. When the cadets are sent to New Zealand to investigate a top-secret case, 
they find themselves in more danger than they bargained for. With no one to trust and time running out, it's a 
race to stop the Inductors before they have enough power to destroy HELIX for good. Red sky at morning,  
sailor's warning . . .  
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The Whole Thing Together 
By Ann Brashares 
Publisher: Puffin/Penguin UK 
ISBN 9780141386300    SCIS: 1803189 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Sasha and Ray share a house, a bedroom and three sisters. But they have never met. Sasha’s Dad 
used to be married to Ray’s Mum, and every summer they still share a house, one week at a time, 
but never together. This is the story of their entwined and entangled lives. 
 
Ann Brashares writes truly amazing stories that tap into our deepest thoughts and feelings.    
Beautifully written, this book will make you laugh, cry and catch your breath with sadness. This is 
a book about friendship, family, love, and loss, but the overriding emotion is love.  
 
Perfect for senior girls who like their characters to be real and relatable. I loved this book. 
 
Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb: 

Summer for Sasha and Ray means the sprawling old house on Long Island. Since they were children, 
they've shared almost everything—reading the same books, running down the same sandy          
footpaths to the beach, eating peaches from the same market, laughing around the same               
sun-soaked dining table. Even sleeping in the same bed, on the very same worn cotton sheets. But 
they've never met. Sasha's dad was once married to Ray's mom, and together they had three 
daughters - Emma, the perfectionist; Mattie, the beauty; and Quinn, the favorite. But the marriage 
crumbled and the bitterness lingered. Now there are two new families - and neither one will give up 
the beach house that holds the memories, happy and sad, of summers past. The choices we make 
come back to haunt us; the effect on our destinies ripples out of our control...or does it? This      
summer, the lives of Sasha, Ray, and their siblings intersect in ways none of them ever dreamed, in 
a novel about family relationships, keeping secrets, and most of all, love.  
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Convergence: Kindrid Ties Book 1 
By Marita Smith 
Publisher: Harbour Publishing House 
ISBN 9781922134158   SCIS: 1807009 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Robyn is an intensely focused young scientist searching for a gene to enable humans and animals to        
communicate. She soon discovers that there are more like her scattered around the world, all acting under 
the watchful eye of a mentor. But who are they really working for? 
 
When Robyn finds a boy communicating with a bear and a strange genetic mutation that enables this, she 
must find out if there are others. Robyn joins forces with three other scientists and they locate others               
communicating with animals, and discover that Robyn herself has the mutated gene. But can Robyn protect 
these children and shield them from the mysterious international organisation, MRI, who want to use these         
discoveries to gain control of the world? 
 
This is an action packed, sci-fi novel with real contemporary issues, both on a world wide and individual   
basis. It is written by an Australian debut author and is the first in what will become the Kindred Ties trilogy. 
I can’t wait to read the other two books in the series, and I am sure science fiction enthusiasts, 14 and older, 
will agree with me. 
 
Reviewed by Rob 
 
 

 

Blurb:  

For scientist Robyn Greene, her laboratory is a second home. Here she searches for the ancient gene that is 
supposed to enable humans to communicate with animals. After years of failure, she’s beginning to wonder if 
the gene is a myth. But when she stumbles across a strange genetic mutation, Robyn’s world turns upside 
down. The man posing as her boss is, in fact, an operative of the mysterious international organisation, the 
MRI. Worse, they have dark plans to exploit her discovery. 

In a race against time, Robyn must track down the individuals with this rare gene before the MRI turns them 
into lab rats. But when she meets the three teenagers, she realises that protecting them from the MRI is not 
only about saving their lives. Fletcher, Ariana and Eli are capable of more than anyone realises; they are part of 
an ancient cycle designed to keep the Earth in balance. A terrible future awaits the planet if the MRI gains    
control of Robyn and her research before she’s figured out the kindred ties that bind these teenagers. 
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Spellslinger 
By Sebastien de Castell 
Publisher: Hot Key Books/Bonnier 
ISBN 9781471406119   SCIS: 1806876 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
The only thing that matters to Kellen, as he approaches his sixteenth birthday, is his developing 
magic powers. But where they should be growing, his abilities seem to be disintegrating, and along 
with them his chance to become a mage.  The alternative prospect of becoming a lowly slave is 
looking more likely every day. 
 
But then begins his compelling battle with evil forces, whose sole aim is to destroy both Kellen and 
his family. Readers will adore the feisty, fast-mouthed Ferius, who others believe to be a spy from 
an enemy kingdom, who befriends Kellen. Together with a demonic talking squirrel cat, they      
survive many fierce battles as Kellen unravels the truth of his kingdom’s history. 
 
Full of magic, dark humour, card tricks, deception and amazing duels, fans of the fantasy genre will 
love this series. The story is completed by romance, betrayal, and finding your inner good, making 
it totally accessible to all readers 13 and older. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb:  

When you're a Jan'Tep initiate approaching your sixteenth birthday, you'd better be ready to prove your 
worth as a mage. Either that or have a miracle on the way. And Kellen isn't counting on either. He knows he'll 
need a few tricks up his sleeve to avoid disgracing his family and becoming a Sha'Tep servant. So when a    
sassy, straight-talking traveller arrives in town, Kellen is all ears. Ferius Parfax is jaded but worldly, an exile 
who lives by her wits and the three decks of cards she carries. She can't teach him to spark his bands and   
access the seven magics, but with the hand that Kellen's been dealt, he knows he needs all the help he can 
get... A rich, compelling and laugh-out-loud new series for all teen, YA, adult and fantasy readers. Perfect for 
fans of The Dark Tower, Firefly, Hunger Games and Guardians of the Galaxy.  
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Dark Matter: Contagion Book 1 
By Teri Terry 
Publisher: Orchard/Hachette 
ISBN 9781408341728    SCIS: 1807006 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
A violent and mysterious epidemic is sweeping the country. There is no cure and 95% of people 
infected will die, and die quickly. 
 
Callie is missing, and her brother Kai is looking for her. But when Kai receives a message from Shay 
to say see she saw Callie the day she disappeared, he rushes to talk to her. Can they unlock the key 
to the disease?  
 
Teri Terry always writes amazing YA novels. This is a fast-paced and action-packed psychological 
thriller. Kai, Shay and Callie are all great characters and their lives are entwined.  
 
I hope Book 2 is not far away, as this was a fantastic story that I found really hard to put down. 
 
Will be best enjoyed by readers in Year 8 and above. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb:  

Don't miss this startling first book in a breathtaking new trilogy from Teri Terry, queen of the teen               
psychological thriller and author of the bestselling Slated trilogy! URGENT! An epidemic is sweeping 
the country. You are among the infected. There is no cure; and you cannot be permitted to infect 
others. You are now under quarantine. The very few of the infected who survive are dangerous and 
will be taken into the custody of the army. Young runaway Callie survived the disease, but not the 
so-called treatment. Her brother Kai is still looking for her. And his new friend Shay may hold the 
key to uncovering what truly happened. From the author of the international sensation Slated 

comes the first book in a powerful new story of survival and transformation; love and power.  
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Begin, End, Begin: A #LoveOzYA Anthology 
By Amie Kaufman, Melissa Keil, Will Kostakis, Ellie Marney, Jaclyn Moriarty, Michael Pryor, Alice Pung,     
Gabrielle Tozer, Lili Wilkinson, Edited by Danielle Binks 
Publisher: Harper Collins 
ISBN 9781460752319     SCIS: 1800234 
$24.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Begin, End, Begin is a collection of short stories by some of our favourite Australian YA     
authors - Will Kostakis, Alice Pung and Melissa Keil to name just three of the ten authors 
feature in this collection. 
 
Featuring science fiction, coming of age, romance, and much more, there is something for 
everyone in one of these stories.  
 
They are all compelling reading with wonderful characters and intriguing storylines, as you 
would expect from some of Australia’s best YA writers. 
 
All readers 15 and up are sure to find something to enjoy in this collection, and it will be 
sure to please all those fans of #LoveOzYA! 
  
Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb:  

The YA event of the year. Bestsellers. Award-winners. Superstars. This anthology has them 
all. With brilliantly entertaining short stories from beloved young adult authors Amie     
Kaufman, Melissa Keil, Will Kostakis, Ellie Marney, Jaclyn Moriarty, Michael Pryor, Alice 
Pung, Gabrielle Tozer, Lili Wilkinson and Danielle Binks, this all-new collection will show the 
world exactly how much there is to love about Aussie YA.  
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